
Clairsentience  
 

Have you ever walked into a room or had someone sit next to you and felt an immediate mood change? 

Can you instantly feel if someone is under the weather or even pregnant? Clairsentience, is one of our 

psychic ablities we use when we acquire information through feeling and emotion. 

 

At first, when we experience clairsentience, we may not know what we're feeling or why, especially 

young children. We may feel moody or consumed with overwhelming emotional or physical discomfort 

that seems to come from outside of us and not connected to anything that happened that day. We may feel 

perfectly fine one minute and without seconds of being around certain people begin to feel anxious, angry 

or even depressed.  

 

Because these feelings will give us little initial indication as to where they're coming from, we may find 

we feel exhausted a lot, panic or chose to isolate ourselves until we feel we can once again function 

normally.  

 

Small children, sadly may not be able to put into words what they are experiencing. They may appear to 

be restless or agitated. They may also call attention to themselves in social situations such as the 

classroom, prompting medication or labeling. If the child has not yet learned to master etiquette, their 

behavior will seem almost normal because they won't know anything else.  

 

It is always a good idea, when it comes to our children to rule out serious emotioal and physical elements. 

You may decide after doing your own research and speaking openly with your child, there may be a 

reasonable explanation, especially, if you've had personal experiences of your own.  

 

Discussion groups and networking are great ways to start finding support. More and more groups are 

beginning to surface these days by people who themselves had to experience psychic abilities alone or at 

a young age and want to help, so others don't have to. 

 

In the mean time, remember these gifts are a very normal part of us. We can observe many of the extra-

sensory perceptions, on a daily basis, simply in the plant and animal kingdom around us. When we can 

understand this, we will be able to address our own abilities as we should, and balance our condition as a 

natural state of human existance. Psychic Medium, Clairvoyant Gold Coast, Queensland 
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